Building EQ Committee
Orlando Winter Meeting
February 2, 2020
Participants: Doug Cochrane (Chair), John Constantinide (Vice Chair), Rob Risley (Business
Development SubC Chair), Chris Balbach (Methodology SubC Chair), Esteban Baccini, Charles Eley,
Daniel Redmond, Hugh Crowther
Not available: David Underwood
Staff: Lilas Pratt (staff liaison), Stephanie Reiniche
Guests: Bruce Hunn, Ross Montgomery, David Handwork, Don Herrmann, Yash Shukla, Oladayo
Oadeji, Jerry Kettler, Asnisu Rakhgu
Principal Motions 1
Motion #1: Rob Risley moved and John Constantinide seconded that the meeting minutes from the
December 10, 2019 web meeting be approved.
Vote: Motion passed 6-0-0, CNV
Motion #2: Dan Redmond moved and Rob Risley seconded that the migration of the Portal from
GoDaddy servers to MS Azure servers be approved.
Vote: Motion Passed 6-0-0, CNV
New and Open Action Items
February 3, 2020 Orlando Winter Meeting
• AI 1: Lilas Pratt to have IEQ wording changed from screening to observations.
• AI 2: Lilas Pratt to send Hugh Crowther the information content for the APPA flyer for his
review.
• AI 3: Lilas Pratt to meet with Art Hallstrom on updating the Building EQ University course,
Benchmarking and Assessment of Energy Performance.
• AI 4: Lilas Pratt to meet with Ross Montgomery to look through Portal to see what projects
might make good case studies options.
• AI 5: Dan Redmond to coordinate with SSPC 62.1 on instruments used for air quality
measurements.
• AI 6: John Constantinide to talk to Ross Montgomery about data centers and financing
updates.
February 2, 2020 Business Development Subcommittee Orlando Winter Meeting
• AI 1: Doug Cochrane to ask Vanita to post something about the podcasts on social media and
include on YouTube channel.
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All votes are recorded as yes-no-abstain.
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AI 2: Lilas Pratt to mine some data from the list of universities downloading course material
and provide to the committee for follow-up by the committee.
AI 3: Lilas Pratt to ask Marketing to turn the one page case study sheets into full case studies.
AI 4: Lilas Pratt and Rob Risley to connect with Ross Montgomery on additional case studies.
AI 5: David Underwood to look through the existing MOU’s to see if there is any opportunity
for collaboration
AI 6: Doug Cochrane to take the insurance industry idea to Dennis Knight for him to present
to ExCom.

February 2, 2020 Methodology Subcommittee Orlando Winter Meeting
• AI 1: Chris Balbach to reach out to Wayne Stoppelmoor (chair of SSPC 100) to update him on
RP 1836.
January 9, 2020 Methodology Subcommittee Web Meeting
 AI 1: Lilas Pratt to check if Electric Load Factor is defined in Standard 211 (or any other
ASHRAE standards).
 AI 4: Lilas Pratt to have the Terms and Conditions added to the General Help screen so that
they are more visible to everyone using the Portal.
June 22, 2019 Business Development Subcommittee Meeting
• AI 8: Hugh Crowther to do the first draft of a university focused presentation by the August
Business Development Subcommittee call.
• AI 13: Committee to reach out to energy modeling players (LEED/final design players and
schematic design players) including TC 4.7 to determine how Building EQ As Designed might
work with existing modeling tools.
January 13, 2019 Atlanta Winter Meeting
• AI 1: Lilas Pratt to contact Montana University regarding ASHRAE use of their one hour
course. On-going
January 12, 2019 Business Development Subcommittee Meeting
• AI 3: Lilas Pratt to develop French Portal examples (screens/reports/etc.) by March 23 for use
on sales calls to Hydro Quebec. On-going
June 25, 2017 Long Beach Annual Meeting
• AI 6: Methodology to look at how to address Data Centers and using PUEs.
Meeting Minutes
1. Call to Order – Meeting convened at 8:30am EST
2. Review of Agenda
• No change.
3. Report from the Chair
• Doug Cochrane reported that visits were made to Chapter Technology Transfer Committee
(CTTC), Student Activities (SA), Young Engineers of ASHRAE (YEA), and the Government
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Affairs Committee (GAC) at this conference. The information on Building was well
received in all cases.
Another Building EQ Demo is being conducted at this conference. There has been lots of
publicity for this.
A Seminar is being presented at this conference. It will present cases studies from Brevard
Public Schools (BPS), Florida Institute of Technology (FIT), and University of Central Florida
(UCF) where ASHRAE member PE’s work with ASHRAE student members to do Building EQ
on school facility buildings. The seminar has been cosponsored by SA and YEA.
Dan Redmond and David Handwork will attend the Student Branch Caucus at this
conference.
The committee noted that the are opportunities beyond Building EQ with smart campuses
where Building EQ could help measure how well that goes.

4. Report from Government Affairs Committee (GAC) Liaison
• Ross Montgomery reported that GAC is excited about Building EQ.
• That committee appreciates the webinar, government oriented fact sheet, and the short
version PPT prepared for them by Building EQ. These are all the tools they need to talk to
government jurisdictions.
• GAC would love to have more videos and more short little pieces.
• Ross Montgomery asked Building EQ to keep GAC informed, and noted that they are
happy to work with Building EQ
5. Old Business
a. Approval of minutes
• December 10, 2019 web meeting (File: bEQ_10Dec2019_MtgMinutes_Draft.pdf)
Motion #1: Rob Risley moved and John Constantinide seconded that the meeting minutes from the
December 10,2020 web meeting be approved.
Vote: Motion passed 6-0-0, CNV
b. Review of Action Items
c. Terminology for IEQ Screening
• The committee is concerned with the use of the word screening for the IEQ
information and measurements.
• ASHRAE’s legal counsel recommends against the use of the word monitoring.
• The committee agreed that observation would be better terminology.
d. Web Portal Statistics (as of January 4, 2020)
• Users: 1008 (893 at beginning of SY)
• Projects: 645 (510 at beginning of SY)
• Submitted/Approved projects: 42 (28 at beginning of SY)
• Reports purchased: 2 ($450) (1 at beginning of SY)
• Paid credentials: 41 (26 at $15 and 15 at $25 = $765) (36 at beginning of SY)
e. Development Options – Cybersecurity Upgrades
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The Building EQ Portal is currently housed on the GoDaddy (3rd party) server. The
committee would like to move the Portal to MS Azure servers.
ASHRAE IT has agreed that MS Azure would be better able to meet Department of
Defense (D0D) security requirements.
A number of ASHRAE eCommerce applications (technology portal, bookstore) are
housed on third party servers
It was noted that the additional level of security may also be important considerations
for licensing opportunities not only for the DOD but also for utilities and municipalities
who may wish to use the Portal.

6. Methodology Subcommittee Report
• Chris Balbach recapped the discussions from the February 2, 2020 Methodology
Subcommittee meeting as shown in Attachment A.
• An update on RP-1771 was provided to the subcommittee. The goal of the project is to
provide data to help the As Designed (AD) rating. There will be some follow up to walk
the subcommittee through an example building to see how the outcomes were derived
and what they will be. There is a lot of content being generated that will be useful to the
industry.
• A demonstration on building sync importer in the Portal was provided to the
subcommittee. The demo showed how data was exported from one tool and then
imported into BEQ Portal.
• This is an excellent proof of concept. There is a need to improve the documentation that
there is a supported method for importing.
• Additional points on BuildingSync:
 The ENERGY STAR data import is a structured file data transfer, whereas BuildingSync
is a locked down relationship of data between two databases.
 Possible applications include where a Utility wants to provide data for your audit.
They can provide that data in a BuildingSync file and import that directly into the
Portal. All of that capability is not there yet, but it will come in the future.
 Municipalities are starting to ask for audit data reporting in the BuildingSync format in
order to get it in a a standardized format.
 Building EQ needs to keep track of how this is developing in order to catch the wave.
 BuildingSync provides a link to the DOE Audit Template Tool, but they are just a data
collection tool. That data could be dumped into Building EQ to provide standardized
reports. This relationship could be leveraged.
• The subcommittee reviewed the status of updates to the site-source energy conversion
factors. Work happening in Standard 189 to change these from 3.14 to 2.64. This
change would cause some change to existing scores, but not by much. Current status is on
hold as the addendum approved by SSPC and is working through remaining approvals.
Once all approvals reached, will look at changing portal.
• Changes to IEQ instructions based on review of RP-1771 which will be implemented
• RP-1836 is to develop a standardized taxonomy of EEMs. The project is in its early stages.
Chris Balbach will keep the committee informed and looped in.
• The subcommittee discussed the proposed change for calculating the AD rating using PRM
methodology. The plan is to test both methodologies for the AD score on the new
ASHRAE HQ building.

7. Business Development Subcommittee Report
• Rob Risley recapped the discussions from the February 2, 2020 Business Development
Subcommittee meeting as shown in Attachment B.
• The subcommittee discussed the short Podcasts in development and provided some
feedback. Corrections will be made this month and the finished product will be posted
and publicized. The podcasts can also be used by the chapters and membership
promotion.
• The Spanish translation is complete with just a few final items to be finished and included
once. Future changes to the portal will be supported by Esteban.
• The subcommittee had some discussion about future languages, but agreed that no action
is needed at this time.
• Liaisons to appropriate committees are in place and noted in the attachment. The Lead
tracking/recap sheet also includes a liaison tab for maintaining contact with leads
• A long list of leads are being managed. They will be posted on Basecamp along with back
up information for committee use only.
• The ASHRAE-APPA joint flyer is in progress for use by APPA. The flyer will target facility
professionals.
• Art Hallstrom has volunteered to updated the University Course, Benchmarking and
Assessment of Energy Performance.
• One page handouts were developed for Building EQ Seminar at this conference. These
will be developed into full case studies. A future step would be to develop Journal articles
from the case studies.
• A template will be developed that can be used to generate other case studies. The
committee would like to have case studies for other building types and perhaps in other
countries. (private sector and international).
• The subcommittee reviewed a proposal from Hoy Bohanon on bringing Building EQ to the
insurance industry. This idea has implications beyond just Building EQ so the
recommendation is to elevate this to ExCom so they can reach out and address the
implications for all of ASHRAE.
• The committee is working on a Seminar Proposal for the AASHE October conference.
• Building EQ was suggested as a possible topic for an upcoming ASHRAE Tech Hour. The
idea will be presented to CTTC for consideration.
• It was reported that student grant requests were submitted for equipment to do audits
under Building EQ. The subcommittee suggested providing the grants with caveat that
they must submit the projects for approval.
• Standards 189.1 and 62.1 are both working on air measurements procedures that Building
EQ may wish to coordinate on and/or use to supplement Portal instructions.
8. New Business
a. Budget Status (Attachment C)
• The committee agreed to hold off on a sample project until the new ASHRAE HQ
building is available. Building EQ will be the only comprehensive rating program
on the new building.
• Darryl Boyce noted that Building EQ is about assessing your building as it is today
and developing a strategy on how to improve it and then continuing to measure it
over time.
• ASHRAE is working with APPA, IFMA, and BOMA around the HQ building.

•

BEQ flows into BOMA 360 and enhances it by providing an additional resource.

b. Addition of Data Centers to Portal building types
• This could possibly be added using the Architecture 2030 zero tool.
• This option will be discussed on a future Methodology subcommittee call.
• One question was whether the cost to make this upgrade could be imbedded into
an existing audit cost in order to finance the work.
c. Low rise residential added to Portal
• There is an opportunity in Argentina where they are being asked to do Building EQ
assessments on whole residential neighborhoods.
• A new methodology would need to be developed using RECS data as low rise
residential is not in CBECS.
• The expertise for low rise residential doesn’t exit within this committee although
there is expertise within ASHRAE that could be tapped into.
• This will need to be explored more thoroughly to see what would be required.
d. Cybersecurity Option
• The committee reviewed the budget and the proposal to migrate the Portal to a
more secure server.
• It was noted that there could also be security audit issues and significant cost if
ASHRAE is asked to do an audit on the current server.
• MS Azure is also a more robust server which will also increase the speed and
response time of the Portal.
•
Motion #2: Dan Redmond moved and Rob Risley seconded that the migration of the Portal from
GoDaddy servers to MS Azure servers be approved.
Discussion:
• The committee needs to make this move now in order to maximize opportunities to expand
the use of the Portal.
• It was agreed that the committee can look at other options in the future including in-house
opportunities.
• The DOD cybersecurity level will come into play shortly as there is potential opportunity for
energy audits at certain military bases.
Vote: Motion Passed 6-0-0, CNV
e. As Designed rating of ASHRAE HQ building
• Recap discussion here.
9. Adjourn – Meeting adjourned at 11:15 EST

Attachment A – Methodology Subcommittee Meeting
Saturday, February 2, 2020, 11:00am-12:45pm
Available: Chris Balbach (SubC Chair), Charles Eley, David Underwood, Lilas Pratt
Not available: Bruce Hunn
Other Committee members: Doug Cochrane, John Constantinide, Roby Risley, Hugh Crowther
Guests: Stephen Roth, Wangda Zuo, Yingli Lou, Jing Wang, Stephane Duda, Cary Faulkner, Jessica
Stershic, Heidi Werner, Alaine Lu Brooks, Veronica Roson, Carlos Brignone, Pat Doyle, Rob Delaney
1. Call to Order – Meeting convened at 11:00am
a. Introductions
2. Review of Agenda
• No changes
3. Review of Action Items
4. 1771-RP Energy Modeling of Typical Commercial Buildings in Support of ASHRAE Building
Energy Quotient Energy Rating Program
• Wangda Zuo and his team presented an Update on 1771-RP.
• The official end date for the project is now March 2021. Part of that time is to allow the
PMS time to review results.
• The Methodology Subcommittee requested that the PI walk them through an example of
one building type showing how they determined the information and equations generated to
date. This will be done on a future subcommittee conference call.
5. Demonstration: Building Sync Importer for Building EQ (Roth)
• Stephen Roth provided a demonstration of the Importer in the Portal. The demo showed
how data was exported from one tool and then imported into BEQ Portal.
• The Importer is live but is fairly specific to DOE Building Audit Template
• Building Sync usage is still in its infancy, but having it available in the Portal may have
implications for utilities use in the future
• Getting a use case validator on DOE website would be a next step
• The difficulty in adding additional fields would depend on the complexity of the fields.
• The data Building EQ is looking for is what is being generate by various audit tools
• There is a tab for gbxml in the Portal, but that is still in process and not yet funcational. It
will likely apply more to the As Designed rating.
6. Site-Source Energy conversion factors (Eley)
(File: Source Energy Adjustment for ENERGY STAR Buildings.pdf)
• Charles Eley provided an update on Site-Source conversion factors.
• The Standard 189.1 addendum to change the site-source multipliers in that standard was
passed by the SSPC at this Orlando conference. The addendum will now move the required
higher bodies for final approvals.
• Assuming it passes, it will change the electricity multiplier to 2.64 vs. 3.14. The change is
primarily due to how non-combustible renewals are handled. EPA has also updated their
numbers to 2.80. The difference is because EPA handles non-combustible slightly
differently than Standard 189.1.
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The Portal has three distinct methodologies in place: Architecture 2030 Zero Tool API
(which emulates 2003 Energy Star Portfolio Manager), Standard 100 based methodology,
and the Laboratories methodology.
Changing the site-source multipliers for the Standard 100 and Lab methodologies is pretty
easy – essentially replacing just one number in the calculations.
However, for the Energy Star emulation, the multipliers are baked into the equations from
the API. The change would require that the old site-source multiplier be removed and the
new multiplier added back in.

7. 1702-RP Assessing Reliability of PMP Protocols Report (Hunn/Pratt)
• Lilas Pratt provided an update on the implementation of recommendations from 1702-RP.
• Bruce Hunn had sent his suggested changes for the Portal instructions on the IEQ screening
tab in the Portal to Lilas Pratt for implementation.
• Lilas Pratt and Stephen Roth will meet at this conference to discuss the implementation of
those changes. They are not expected to be difficult to implement.
• The one piece of the recommendations that is in contention is the changing the name of the
IEQ screening to IEQ monitoring. Stephanie Reiniche (Director of Technology) does not
recommend that change due to possible liability issues with the use of the word
“monitoring”. She recommends leaving the terminology as screening.
8. 1836-RP Developing a Standardized Categorization System for EEMs
• Chris Balbach provided an update on 1863-RP
• The PMS for the project is meeting at this conference.
• A Project Advisory Board has been developed to help with the project.
• There has been a slight reorganization of the project goals (mostly in their order).
• The Principle Investigator (PI) for the project will be asked to present to the subcommittee
at future monthly meetings as deliverables are provided.
• It might be worthwhile to keep Standard 100 in the loop on this as the Building EQ EEMs
originally came from Standard 100
9. Integration of the Building EQ As Designed rating with Standard 90.1 PRM
• The subcommittee has been working on a new methodology for the Building EQ As
Designed rating that would utilize the Standard 90.1 PRM.
• There has been general support for this methodology from the committee because this
proposed methodology is scalable, repeatable, higher validity of the data, and is likely
lower cost.
• The proposal is currently more or less been on hold because it needs to be stress tested
against a real building. The committee had an offer to provide some real building models
on which to text the methodology, but that has not panned out.
• The new ASHRAE HQ building may provide a way to stress test the methodology.
10. As Designed rating of ASHRAE HQ Building
• The Building EQ committee has been asked to do an As Designed rating on the new
ASHRAE HQ building.
• A Building Performance Score can be produced from the Portal as soon the models are
complete. However, the project cannot be submitted (or approved) for an official rating
cannot be finalized until a walk through is completed to verify that as-built conditions
match the model.
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The original energy models are done but are going to be tweaked pending some final
decisions on building automation. Final models should be ready in a month or two.
The committee has been offered some staff help on this primarily to for site visits as needed
to finalize the project for submittal and approval.
The subcommittee noted that this project can be used as a test cast to compare the current
and proposed As Designed methodologies.
The new ASHRAE HQ building could also become the sample project in the Portal. An In
In Operation rating should be performed once twelve months of metered data is available in
order to make for a complete sample project.

11. Adjourn – Meeting adjourned at 12:45pm

Update on RP-1771 Energy Modeling of Typical Commercial Buildings

Attachment B – Business Development Subcommittee Meeting
Saturday, February 2, 2020, 1:15pm-3:00pm
Marketing Subcommittee Members:
Available: Rob Risley (SubC Chair), Esteban Baccini, Daniel Redmond, Hugh Crowther
Not available:
Other Committee members: Doug Cochrane, John Constantinide, Chris Balbach, Charles Eley,
David Underwood
Guests: Hoy Bohanon, Ross Montgomery, Yitens Ma, Matt Nelson, Bruce Lindsey, Erik Yang,
1. Call to Order – Meeting convened at 1:25pm EDT
a. Introductions
2. Review of Agenda
• Additions to new business
3. Review of Action Items
4. Old Business
a. Building EQ Portal Podcasts
• Hugh Crowther provided an update on the short podcasts in development, noting
that the corrections will be completed shortly and the updates finalized by March 1.
• Once finished, the podcasts will be posted on the Building EQ webpage,
ASHRAE’s YouTube channel.
• The committee will plan to feature the podcasts in a User Tip and will also ask
Publications to promote them on Social media (Facebook, twitter, linked in),
• It was suggested that CTTC be made aware of the Podcasts and that they could be
used for chapter meeting fill-in
• Another suggestion was the podcasts be noted in the membership promotion
ASHRAE notes email and the information sent to ASHRAE staff for inclusion in a
future eSociety newsletter going out to ASHRAE members.
b. Spanish Translation
• Esteban Baccini reported that the translation of the additional items have been
completed and will be sent to Lilas Pratt for inclusion into the Portal.
• There will be an on-going update process as things are updated in the Portal
• The committee had a brief conversation about future language translations and how
that relates to the official languages of the United Nations.
c. Liaison Support (Risley, Cochrane)
• Rob Risley led a discussion looking at what other groups within ASHRAE need to
interface with Building EQ committee.
• Ross Montgomery is the official liaison from GAC and David Underwood is the
official liaison to GAC.
• Dan Redmond serves on CTTC and the APPA-ASHRAE working group.
• John Constantinide is a member of TC 7.6
• Chris Balbach is provides contact to Standard 211.
• Building EQ committee leadership has reached out to YEA about a liaison and may
want to reach out to Student Activities as well.

•

A number of liaisons are also listed in the Lead Recap/Tracking Excel Workbook
for connection with potential and existing clients

d. ASHRAE-APPA Joint Flyer (Pratt, Redmond)
• Lilas Pratt reported that an APPA specific flyer is being developed. The first draft
of the flyer is due on February 12.
• The University Fact Sheet has been updated with input from Dan Redmond and
John Constantinide and is intended to be used in conjunction with the flyer.
• APPA and ASHRAE together will speak at the Student Branch Advisor Caucus at
this conference to present the benefits of Building EQ.
• Art Hallstrom has volunteered to update the Building EQ university course. The
university course is a way to get Building EQ used in universities. The course is
Benchmarking and Assessment of Energy Performance.
•
e. Case Study Development
• John Constantinide noted that case study content has been developed for the seminar
being presented as part of Technical Program at this conference.
• The case studies for UCF and FIT become examples on how to replicate this
university collaboration to other campuses.
• The initial case study work is to take the points from the seminar and create a one
page flyer with the pertinent information.
• The plan is to take these one pagers and have marketing turn them into a fully
formed case studies – which would likely include a photo of the building, photo of
the person, and a quote from that person.
• Questions for the user: How did it add value? How did the process work for you?
• A journal article is a case study on steroids and would be a good follow up to the
formal case studies.
• The committee would also like to have case studies for other building types beyond
universities and outside the US/North America. Ross Montgomery may have
contacts with Portal users that can help provide additional case studies.
5. Review of SY 2019-20 MBO’s (Risley)
• Discussion deferred
6. Review of Lead Recap/Tracking Sheet
• It was suggested that the committee mine existing ASHRAE MOU’s for possible
contacts that could be used to promote and/or collaborate on Building EQ.
• IFMA is one possibility as that MOU is up for renegotiations
7. New Business
a. Insurance Industry Proposal
• Hoy Bohanon presented a proposal on how Building EQ might be promoted to and
utilized by the insurance industry.
• Insurers are a new market to pursue where discussions about energy audits and
lower risk should resonate. The industry has lots of money to invest in
sustainability projects, and they may be willing to invest in research on the link
between energy audit and risk.
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Questions to be answered include who are the right contacts to pursue this idea and
how does ASHRAE connect with them? It was noted that BOMA knows the
insurance industry.
The committee agreed that this is an initiative that needs to be led by ExCom. They
proposed that the idea be taken to ExCom through Dennis Knight.

b. AASHE Conference Presentation
• The AASHE conference will be in October 2020. The deadline for proposals for
technical sessions for the conference is February 28, 2020.
• Dan Redmond will confirm with Tim Wentz that is okay for Building EQ to pursue
the submission of a proposal. If yes, Dan Redmond and John Constantinide will
create the proposal.
c. Tech Hour Presentation
• ASHRAE has created the Tech Hours to replace the now phased out annual
Webcasts. The goals is to have two to four Tech Hours a year.
• Several sources have suggested that ASHRAE should dedicate a Tech Hour
program on Building EQ.
• John Constantinide could modify his CARICOM presentation for this use.
• Dan Redmond will take this idea to CTTC as they are looking or content.
d. Student Branch Grants
• Eleven student branches have requested student grants in order to complete energy
audits for Building EQ. The needed equipment would be for measurements for
lighting, temperature, relative humidity, and air flow.
• Instruments may be available with facility maintenance, but if they want that
equipment for the students, it would make sense to provide a grant with the caveat
that they do a submittal on the buildings. A copy of the PMP: Best Practices guide
could also be provided with the grant as that document contains considerable
guidance on how to do those measurements.
8. Adjourn – Meeting adjourned at 3:02pm

Business Development SY 2019-20 MBOs
Objective

Deadline

Responsible

Comment
/ Status

Generate replicable sales process, tools, and
tracking mechanism for end use leads
Generate replicable response process and tracking
mechnism for associations
Establish list of liaisons and reporting process for
associations
Initiate key steps with APPA to secure support for
marketing, training, and sales of Building EQ
Develop association list with conference schedules
that will serve to pair ASHRAE speakers with end
users and practitioners
Additional Recommendations for Strategic Planning: None at this time
Suggested Activities: Generate Blogs, Newsletter Inserts, Web highlight/link, SME, Podcasts, Cover Letter with
Intro Packet, Social Media Blurbs

Insurance Industry Proposal from Hoy Bohanon
CODENAME: Carbonera (re the era of increasing atmospheric carbon emission)
In most countries, buildings consume a third to half of the total energy used. With a few exceptions,
this consumption produces atmospheric CO2 either directly on-site or indirectly at a power plant.
Increases in carbon emissions and energy use are not sustainable.
Many major corporations and industries actively address sustainability. The insurance industry is
identified as lagging in the US 2. Specifically, it is a strategic question of how to “Make resilience an
investable proposition: Why are we not able to attach monetary returns to investments in resilience?
There is growing interest in generating returns from investments in resilience and climate but a good
formula is still missing.” 3
Insurance companies (including reinsurance) are looking to invest/fund sustainable activities in
response to shareholders. These investments are not only in programs related to corporate governance
but also in the direct real estate investments that these companies make. ASHRAE can offer a path
that goes beyond the usual basic PR campaign through Building EQ. Building EQ can provide
scientifically competent auditable data and tangible achievements. Potential theoretical energy savings
from applying all known new technologies to existing buildings is 59%.4 Building EQ can identify
2

“U.S. Insurers Not Doing Enough on Sustainability”
https://www.insurancejournal.com/news/national/2018/04/26/487522.htm

3

http://www.lse.ac.uk/GranthamInstitute/news/where-next-for-sustainable-insurance-five-priorities-for-the-next-decade/

4

https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2017/03/f34/qtr-2015-chapter5.pdf

which technologies to apply when and where, at the design or construction phases, in new and existing
buildings.
ASHRAE and Building EQ have:
• Proven methods
• Methodologies backed up by independent research
• International membership
• 5000 qualified assessors
• Auditable records
Investments need to be funded as sustainability investments include:
Research
1. Correlation between energy use and sustainability is accepted and needs little
documentation
2. Research Project - Hypothesis to test – There is lower (casualty) risk in buildings that are
run efficiently where efficiency is measured by normalized energy (Building EQ rating).
Rationale: building managers/management companies who pay attention to the details of
managing complex infrastructure issues such as energy, will also be more likely to
minimize risk from failing fire protection equipment, leaking pipes and mold/mildew,
trip/fall hazards, etc. Research follow up would address long-term financial values.
There is a parallel in auto insurance where speed measured by apps result in safe driving
discounts on personal auto insurance. One would assume this is based on some tested
hypothesis that is proprietary with each insurer. But the message is the same; smart and
careful people make better overall decisions in their lives as well as for the buildings they
live and work in.
Ideas about benefits and deliverables are as follows;
Operations;
1. Expansion of Building EQ software capabilities
2. Training for insurance personnel who calculate the discounts and rates
3. Training for building managers including awareness of discounts in insurance rates
4. Training/certification for assessors
5. Building EQ can be made available to the insurance marketplace under the existing BEQ
“Licensee” program
Results of an implemented program;
1. Certification of energy performance through Building EQ
2. Third-party eyes on a property (Note for large industrials, insurance companies have routine
inspections to assess risks and risk management performance.)
3. Discounts for lower-risk properties
4. Identification of properties that may be a higher risk
5. Insurance Companies can claim energy savings/carbon savings through the sponsored program
in real numbers certified by ASHRAE

Attachment C – Budget Update

File: BEQ_DevelopmentBudget_Worksheet 22Jan2020.pdf

File: Building EQ FY19-20 Budget Update 22Jan2020.pdf
Return to top

